The decay of a quasiparticle in a confined geometry, resultmg from electron-electron interactions, has been mapped onto the single-electron problem of diffusion on a Cayley tree discussed by Altshuler et al [Phys Rev Lett 78, 2803 ] We study an alternative model that captures the strong correlations between the self-energies of different excitations with the same number of quasiparticles The model has a lecursion lelation for the single-particle density of states that is markedly different from that of the Cayley tree It remains tractable enough such that sufficiently large Systems can be studied to observe a breakdown of the golden mle of perturbation theoiy with decreasmg excitation energy [80031-9007(99) The hfetime of a quasiparticle m a quantum dot has been the subject of recent expenmental [1] and theoretical works [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Much of the theoietical mteiest was fueled by the stnking piediction of Altshuler, Gefen, Kamenev, and Levitov [3] of a cntical excitation energy below which the hfetime becomes essentially infinite This prediction was based on a mappmg between the decay process of a quasiparticle and the phenomenon of Andeison locahzation on a Cayley tree [10, 11] An infinite hfetime conesponds to the absence of diffusion on the lattice in Fock space consisting of «-particle eigenstates Ψ« of the Hamiltoman without interactions Subsequent theoretical work by Mirlm and Fyodorov [5] and by Jacquod and Shepelyansky [6] mdicated that the locahzation transition is smooth rathei than abrupt, extendmg ovei a lange of excitation energies fiom Ag 1 ' 2 to Ag 2 / 3 (with Δ the single-particle level spacmg and g the conductance in units of e 2 /h) The thermodynamic hmit g >ä> l is essential for the appeaiance of the transition Numencal diagonahzations of a microscopic Hamiltonlan [8] and of the two-body random inteiaction model [9] were too fai from the thermodynamic hmit to obseive the locahzation tiansition The need foi a numencal test of the theory is pressmg because of a fundamental difference between the decay process in Fock space and the diffusion process on a Cayley tree The mappmg between the two Problems maps different Ψ«'s with the same n onto different sites at the same level of the tree While in the Cayley tree diffusion from each of these sites is mdependent, m the Fock space the decay of different Ψ,,'8 is strongly correlated
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In this paper we consider the model Hamiltoman proposed by Georgeot and Shepelyansky [12] , which peimits one to study these strong correlations in Systems that are bigger than in Refs [8, 9] We find a smooth tiansition, signaled by a bieakdown of the golden rule of pertuibation theory This is the first observation of the breakdown in a numencal Simulation An analytical approximation to oui numencal diagonahzations highhghts the ongm of the conelations between the Ψ«'s The Hamiltoman for spmless fermions is H = HI, with
The nonmteiactmg pari HQ contams the single-particle levels ε ; in a disordered quantum dot We count the levels from the Fermi level, meaning that the giound state of HQ has occupied levels for j < 0 and empty levels for j > 0 We assume that an energy level ε ; is umformly distnbuted in the interval [(j -5)A,(y + j)A] This yields a linear level repulsion, consistent with time-reveisal symmetry The basis of HQ consists of states that have m electron excitations (occupied levels with j ^ 0) and n hole excitations (empty levels with j < 0) The two-body inteiaction HI couples them to states that differ by at most two electron-hole pairs
We assume that V t , tj = 0 (These diagonal terms can be incorporated mto HO m a mean-field approximation) For the off-diagonal matnx elements we adopt the layer model of Ref [12] , which is based on the followmg obseivation The mteraction strength V is related to Δ and g by [2, 3, 13 ] V = l±/g Smce V « Δ for g » l, only eigenstates of H 0 withm an eneigy layer of width Δ are stiongly coupled by the mteraction The layer model exploits this m a clevei way by setting V (/ ^/ =0 unless (, j, k, l are four distmct mdices with ι + j = k + l The nonzero V,, u are chosen to be mdependent real random vanables, subject to the restriction V t] u -V u tj imposed by the Herrmticity of the Hamiltoman We also set Vji kl --V tJ ki = Vij ik The distribution of each matrix element is taken to be a Gaussian with zero mean and vanance V 2 One advantage of the layer model is that the ground state |FS) of HQ (the Fermi sea) remains an eigenstate of HO + HI We assume that it lemams the giound state A second advantage is that the effective dimension of the Hilbeit space is gieatly reduced The number of states mto which an election excitation c } |FS) of energy ε ; decays is equal to the number f (7) ~ (4y\/3) ' βχρ(ττ-^27/3) of partitions of j [14] , independent of the number W of electrons in the quantum dot (äs long äs N > j) This grows much more slowly with j than in the conventional twobody random interaction model [15, 16] , used in previous work [6, 9, 17 ] While the layer model renders the problem tiactable, it preserves the stiong correlations mentioned in the mtroduction, äs we will discuss shortly
The decay of the quasiparticle state c } |FS) is descnbed by the Green function
where EFS is the energy of the Fermi sea //|FS) = //olFS) = EpslFS) The second equahty in Eq (2)defines the self-energy X y (E) The quantity of physical interest (measured by means of a tunneling probe in Ref [1] ) is the single-particle density of states
, where the sum over a runs over all eigenstates |a) of H, with eigenvalues E a It is related to the imagmary pait of the Gieen function by
The ensemble aveiage pj(E) is not sensitive to the delocalization transition For that reason, we will also study the inveise participation ratio
, related to the Green function by
The dimensionless ensemble-averaged quantity (5) mcreases from 0 to l on gomg from extended to localized states
We have computed the Green function numencally usmg an iterative Lanczos method The largest System we could study in this way has j = 30, corresponding to a basis of P (30) = 5604 states Before presenting the results of this exact diagonahzation, we discuss a certam decouplmg approximation that has the advantage of showing explicitly how the decay of the quasiparticle is different from the diffusion on a Cayley tiee
The problem of the diffusion on a Cayley tree can be solved exactly because the self-energy satisfies a closed recursion relation [ 1 0, 1 1 ] Such a recursion relation exists because the Cayley tree has no loops The lattice m Fock space generated by the quasiparticle decay process [3] does have loops, but we believe that these do not play an essenüal role and we will ignoie them The decoupling approximation consists m writing the self-energy Σ,&(Ε) of a three-particle excitation äs the sum of single-particle self-energies
Here ε, is the excitation energy, defined äs ε, = ε, foi an election (i > 0) and έ, = -ε, for a hole (i < 0) With this approximation, the self-energy satisfies the recursion relation
kl where the sum runs over the indices k, l with Q < k < l and ι = k + l -j < 0 This lecuision relation in Fock space can be compared with the recursion relation for the Cayley tree [10] , which has the form (8) Here the sum runs over all sites k (energy ε^) of the next level of the tree that are connected to j, with hopping matrix elements V 7 k We notice two differences between Eqs (7) and (8) The first is that the recursion relation on the Cayley tree conserves energy, while the recursion relation in Fock space does not Another way of saying this is that Eq (8) is a recursion relation between numbers Σ ; at one fixed E, while Eq (7) is a relation between functions S y (Ε) The second difference is that the number of self-energies coupled by repeated apphcations of the recursion relation in the Cayley tree grows exponentially (hmited only by the size of the lattice), while m Fock space this number remains fixed at the number 2j of singleparticle levels coupled to the excitation c } |FS) by the mteiaction Since 2j is exponentially smaller than the size T(j) of the lattice in Fock space, this is an enormous difference with the Cayley tree We are able to make such a precise Statement because of the simphfications inherent to the layer model However, we believe that the strong correlations between excitations with the same number of quasiparticles implied by Eq (7) are present äs well in the füll pioblem of quasiparticle decay-although we cannot wnte down such a simple recursion iclation for the füll problem
We have calculated the aveiage smgle-particle density of states pj(E) and the mverse participation ratio Pj by exact diagonahzation for j up to 30, äs a function of the dimensionless conductance g = Δ/V [We have also computed the same quantities by numencally solving the recursion relation (7), and find good agreement ] The results for the average density of states collapse approximately onto the same cuive (see Fig 1) , once the energies are rescaled by Γ = ^Trk(j/g) 2 . This expression for Γ is the decay rate following frorn the golden rule of perturbation theory [2] , assummg an energy-independent threeparticle density of states (equal to \j 2 / Δ in the layer model). The small deviations from a Lorentzian (dotted curve in Fig. 1 ) are an artifact of the layer model. (They disappear if the restriction i+j = k + lon the matrix elements V tJ^i of the interaction is removed.)
As expected, there is no indication in the average density of states ßj of a locahzation transition. The density of states PJ for a smgle realization of H is shown m Fig. 2 . The difference between p } for small and large values of the ratio T/V is stnkmg: a small number of sharp, isolated peaks at large Γ/V (top panel), in contrast to a smgle broad peak at small Γ/V (bottom panel). Following the argument of Ref. [3] , the top panel demonstrates that the single-particle excitation does not spread umformly over the lattice in Fock space but remams locahzed at a small number of sites. The bottom panel is characteristic for an extended state in Fock space. Upon increasing Γ/V, there is therefore a transition from extended to localized states.
To study the localization transition we calculate the inverse participation ratio Pj, defined in Eq. (5). Following Ref. [9] , we compare with the prediction of a totally delocalized Situation ("golden rule"). The golden rule prediction is P! -mm(l, δ/Γ), where 8 is the mean energy Separation of the eigenstates | a) of H. In the layer model, δ -Δ/ί>(7). Since δ/Γ oc g 2 , the golden rule predicts a quadratic increase of P } with increasing g, until P, saturates at a value of order unity [12] . A faster than quadratic increase is a signature of localization, m the sense that the than quadratic mcrease of P } In contrast, the smallest System considered (j = 15, tnangles) follows the golden rule prediction until it saturates at g ~ 60 This System is clearly too small to show the tiansition to a locahzed regime The largest System studied m Ref [9] hadj = 15, and mdeed no deviations from the golden rule were found m that paper We find that the mverse participation ratio exceeds the golden rule prediction by äs much äs a factoi of 3 in our laigest System This excess builds up gradually with increasmg g, consistent with the piediction [5, 6] of a smooth rather than an abrupt transition from extended to locahzed states
In conclusion, we have studied a model for quasiparticle decay in a quantum dot that preserves the strong coirelations omitted m the Cayley-tree model, yet remains tiactable enough that large excitation energies are accessible Our largest System demonstrates a breakdown of the golden rule of perturbation theory that had remamed elusive m previous studies on smaller Systems We thank P W Brouwer, J -L Pichard, and X Wamtal for helpful discussions This work was supported by the European Community (Program foi the Training and Mobihty of Researchers) and by the Dutch Science Foundation NWO/FOM
